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Knitters who want new worlds to conquer can reach for this guide to handspinning their own

designer yarns. A rundown on equipment introduces the drop spindle, supported spindle,

niddy-noddy, McMorran balance, and yarn meter, while the following sections include choosing wool

and other fibers, presenting knitting patterns suitable for handspun yarn, and in-depth profiles of real

urban spinners. For crafters who want to experiment with spinning but don't want to sacrifice too

much of their knitting time, there are lots of ideas for jazzing up a thrift-store cardigan with handspun

trim or knitting a boatneck pullover in a combination of commercial and handspun yarns. Methods

for incorporating beads and threads into yarn and a technique for dyeing yarn in the dishwasher are

also featured.
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Subtitled: The Knitter's Guide to Making YarnHave you ever been in the yarn store wishing that a

particular specialty yarn came in a different color or contained beads rather than eyelash? Perhaps

you wished that beautiful alpaca hand-dyed came in lace-weight rather than bulky? Many knitters

naturally take up spinning as a way to design yarns to fit specific projects and to gain a better

understanding of the individual characteristics of the various types of fiber and the methods of yarn

construction.In Spin to Knit: the Knitter's Guide to Making Yarn, Shannon Okey walks new spinners

through the basic information required to begin spinning: fiber, spindles, wheels, and techniques.

Spinning can be done on traditional spinning wheels; however, for those wishing to try this craft out



before making an investment in tools, Okey provides instructions to make a basic spindle and a

"lazy kate" out of supplies you may have around the house.While the first half of Spin to Knit covers

tools and techniques, the second half contains patterns designed for handspun yarn. Whether you

have 25 yards or 2500 yards of spun yarn, Okey suggest methods to incorporate the yarn into a

knitted project. The felted Mammoth Tea Cozy designed by Laura Jefferson is the most unusual

project in Spin to Knit. The majority of the projects are sweaters and accessories, designed to

highlight the beauty of handspun fibers and allow the individual characteristics of the yarn to stand

out.Scattered through the book are profiles of fiber artisans or those who make spinning tools. A

resource directory is included at the back and contact information is also included at the end of each

profile. Spin to Knit is a great resource for any knitter wishing to learn more about spinning.
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